Summary. The asymptotic properties of spheroidal mode dispersion at high frequency for fixed phase velocity are related to the intercept times T~@ ) , T&) for P and S waves. If the mode eigenfrequency and the ratio of horizontal to vertical displacement at the surface for the mode are known T~@ ) and T&) may be separately estimated. If discontinuities exist in the velocity model then 'solotone' effects occur, in frequency at fixed slowness, and in ~~( p ) , TO@) estimated from the mode dispersion as a function of slowness. The coupling of P and S waves in the spheroidal modes means that the interaction of P waves with upper-mantle discontinuities affects also the estimates of the S wave TO($) values for which the corresponding turning points lie in the lower mantle. The asymptotic formalism also shows that sharp pulses formed by superposition of spheroidal modes correspond to multiple PS reflections.
Introduction
In the past few years considerable interest has been aroused in the asymptotic properties of the normal modes of the Earth.
One approach has been to consider the high-frequency behaviour for small angular order and to relate the separation in eigenfrequency between successive radial orders to radial travel times in the earth model under consideration. Thus Anderssen & Cleary (1974) , Wang, Gettrust & Cleary (1977) and Anderssen (1977) have considered torsional modes and related their asymptotic properties to the radial travel times for SH waves through the whole mantle. A number of conjectures about the properties of the spheroidal mode spectrum for small angular order were made by Anderssen, Cleary & Dzeiwonski (1 975) and justified by Gilbert (1 975) .
The alternative approach has been concerned with asymptotic properties of the normal mode spectrum at high frequency and high angular order. Pekeris (1965) studied the toroidal modes using a method similar to that previously employed by Takahashi (1955) for Love wave dispersion. The results of Pekeris were rediscovered by Brodskii (1975) and Nolet (1976) and have been used by Brodskii & Levshin (1977) to consider toroidal mode inversion, and Nolet & Kennett (1978) to study the correspondence between pulse formation by normal mode summation and multiple reflections (SS, SSS etc.). Much less work has been done on spheroidal modes: Brune (1966) has used a method based on the principle of constructive interference to obtain an asymptotic eigenvalue equation for spheroidal modes, which is confirmed in the present paper (equation (22)). Woodhouse (1978) has presented an asymptotic development of the oscillations of a spheroidal shell with smoothly varying velocity structure which is well suited to a study of the asymptotic properties of the spheroidal modes. Using a rather different approach, Brodskii (1978) has been able to determine the asymptotic structure of the spheroidal modes whose eigenfunctions are concentrated entirely in a smoothly varying mantle and to indicate the extension of Brodskii & Levshin's (1977) inversion results when both amplitude and frequency information are available.
In this paper we present a simplification and extension of Brodskii's (1978) work based on the asymptotic results of Woodhouse (1978) . We firstly consider a smoothly varying model of the Earth's mantle and show that the asymptotic frequency spectrum is determined by the intercept time ~, ( p ) , ~p ( p ) (Gerver & Markushevich 1967) relations for slowness p for the P and S wave velocity distributions in the mantle. In addition, if the surface eccentricity of particle motion for a spheroidal mode with slowness p (i.e. phase velocity p -' ) is known, an estimate of both ~,ar@) and TO@) can be determined from the known normal mode frequency. We also show that the constructive interference conditions proposed by Nolet & Kennett (1978) , when applied to the spheroidal case, lead to pulse formation due to multiple PS reflections which therefore justifies the conjecture of Brune (1964) used to estimate spheroidal mode frequencies. The complications introduced by the presence of upper-mantle discontinuities are also discussed and are illustrated by calculations for the model 1066B (Gilbert & Dzeiwonski 1975) . We restrict our attention here to modes which do not interact with the core-mantle boundary.
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Basic equations
In a particular spheroidal mode with angular order I we assume a displacement field expressed in spheroidal polar coordinates of the form (Phinney & Burridge 1973) 
L sine a4
and these wiU vanish at the free surface r = Q. Following Woodhouse (1 978) we construct asymptotic solutions to the spheroidal mode equations in the hgh-frequency limit of large w , but with fixed slowness p = L / w . We introduce the column vector
where T denotes a transpose, and then the equations of motion and stress-strain relations may be written as four coupled ordinary differential equations with the dominant asymptotic contribution arisin'g from At. The explicit forms for A: , At, A; are given in Woodhouse (1978) . An asymptotic fundamental matrix solution to this set of equations (Gilbert & Backus 1966) may be found in the form Fs(r) -r-l R(I + o-'rT)E(r).
(5)
Here we have
and the matrix E is block diagonal
The 2 x 2 matrices E,, ED have similar structure depending on Airy functions of P and S wave phase terms, e.g. 
A smooth mantle
We will consider initially a very simple model of a mantle w i t h smoothly varying properties.
We take a phase velocity interval for which both P and S waves have their turning points in the mantle and the deeper S-wave turning point lies sufficiently above the core-mantle boundary that the corresponding normal mode is unaffected by the boundary.
In this case we seek a solution of the normal mode equations which satisfies the condition of vanishing stress at the free surface and which corresponds t o coupled decaying P and SV wave fields at depth, i.e. for small r. As discussed in the previous section this means that we must exclude the Bi Airy functions and so a suitable form of solution may be constructed from the asymptotic fundamental matrix by taking In order to satisfy the stress free condition at the surface we must require 12) and this condition applied to (1 1) determines the frequency of the mode. In order to simplify the discussion we will restrict our attention to the highest-order asymptotic terms, i.e. a 'ray theory' treatment, and we therefore postpone until Section 5 consideration of the term w-iT arising from the velocity gradients in the model. The frequency and characteristics of the spheroidal mode from (1 1) and (12) will be determined by the coupled sets of equations and (13)
Hp =Jlo lqa ldr,
where the phase terms H,, Ho correspond to integration from the corresponding turning points to the surface and all elastic parameters take their values at the surface. We set
and similarly
and also introduce the ratio
( 1 5 
where T(p) is the travel time for slowness (ray parameter) p from a surface source to a surface receiver and O ( p ) is the corresponding epicentral distance. (we recall that the slowness is determined by the angular order of the spheroidal mode p = [ Z ( Z + 1)]"2/~.) In terms of the travel-time characteristics our asymptotic form for the spheroidal mode equation is
When we use the formulae for the sums and differences of sine and cosine terms we may reduce (21) to
where we have introduced the reflection coefficient for either P or SV waves at a free surface (23) which confirms Brune's (1 966) result. Equation (22) will have many roots for o and if we are interested in the nth radial overtone at angular order I we require the nth root of (22). Since 1 is fixed the dependence of p on w requires the whole T&), ~p @ ) curves to be known before the frequency can be determined. Since the second term in (22) will vary much more slowly than the first, the nth root of (22) will satisfy
with lPnll < n/2.
If, on the other hand, the characteristics of a spheroidal mode are known, in particular the eigenfrequency w and the surface eccentricity U(a)/V(a), then we may solve (16) to separate the dependence for P and SV waves. We find and so using the asymptotic forms for the Airy functions we have
which are equivalent to expressions given by Brodskii (1 978). These two relations have the soh tions where n labels the various overtone branches. It should be noted that this does not always correspond to the conventionally assigned designation ,,Sl because of offsets introduced by the core-mantle Stoneley branch which is not considered in this asymptotic approach. Given suitable information, we see from (27) that we may make estimates of the intercept times T&),
T&)
which form the starting point for many methods of travel-time inversion (see, e.g. Kennett 1976 ).
Spheroidal modes and multiple PS reflections
The result (27) for the frequency equation of the spheroidal mode may be written in the form
with Pn1 given by (28), since the intercept time for a PS reflected phase is simply ~~( p )
In a study of toroidal modes, Nolet & Kennett (1978) have established conditions for pulse formation via constructive interference of many modes. For a high-frequency signal we use the asymptotic representation of the Legendre functions and then, e.g. we may represent the vertical displacement u, at time T and epicentral distance 6' as where @,,I is an initial phase; for large angular order we may replace (l + $4) by L. If we are to have pulse formation for spheroidal modes, the phase in the exponent must be the same for a number of modes in both horizontal and vertical components over a range of frequencies.
Thus, with the difference notation where L in (32) is to be chosen so that (31) 
which is the intercept time for an M fold PS reflection. This justifies Brune's (1964) conjecture used to determine the dispersion of spheroidal modes.
5
The influence of velocity gradients and discontinuities
V E L O C I T Y G R A D I E N T S I N A S M O O T H M A N T L E
In our treatment of the asymptotic properties of spheroidal modes we have so far neglected the influence of even the velocity gradient terms for a smooth mantle. Once we reinstate the gradient terms in (1 l ) , the characteristics of the normal mode will be determined by and we see that, in effect, the zero entries of R in our previous simplified treatment (13)-(28) will now be filled in with terms O(w-') down on those we have seen before. These new contributions depend on the nature of the velocity and density gradients between the turning points for P and S waves and the surface. The result of including these terms is to modify the frequency equation (1 7) to the form where the gradient terms are evaluated at the surface (see Appendix). Each of the terms involving T,, To has very nearly the form of the tangent of a sum if we use the asymptotic forms for the Airy functions. The main effect is therefore to introduce a frequency dependent phase shift into the P and S wave terms. The coupling between P and S waves to give a free spheroidal mode occurs mostly at the surface but also to some extent through the nature of the velocity gradients. The simplicity of the relations (26) is also disturbed once we include the gradient terms and an additional frequency-dependent term will appear on the right-hand side of each of the equations in (27) which will arise from the total effect of the gradients in the model. The dominant effects will indeed be represented by (27) and (28) but the gradent terms are not necessarily negligible.
M O D E L S W I T H D I S C O N T I N U I T I E S
We now introduce a discontinuity in elastic properties across the spherical shell r = d , then even if the turning points of P or S waves lie above the discontinuity we are no longer able to assume that there is a purely decaying solution in the depth interval between the turning point and the discontinuity. Below the discontinuity we can once again restrict the solution to the Ai Airy functions, but between the surface and the discontinuity we need to include the full asymptotic propagator matrix (Woodhouse 1978) . With the free surface boundary conditions we require and the propagator P(a, d+) may be factored into fundamental matrices
When we insert (38) into (37) we see that we may regard (37) alternatively as a generalization of (1 1) with new contributions from all the types of standing waves
This form has the advantage that it is readily extended to deal with models with a number of' discontinuities. For the single discontinuity and additional matrix products of the inverse fundamental matrix above the interface and the direct matrix below would be introduced by any further discontinuities.
In order to reduce algebraic complexity we will neglect gradient terms T in our discussion of discontinuities. We choose to work in terms of c1 and d l and the ratios c2/cl and dddl, so we may solve (39) in the same way as in (13)- (17) provided that we now identify and
?he phase terms are here evaluated at the surface r = a , e.g. Ha = 1' I q , Idr, @ , = sgn (4;) I '"/2 Ha 12"" with R , taken to be the turning point if it lies in d Q r Q a otherwise we may takeR, = d (see Woodhouse 1978) .
We now employ the asymptotic forms for the Airy functions at the surface and we find that the equations ( 2 7 ) are to be replaced by
OH,@)
In models without any discontinuity c2/c1 and d2/dl are zero and (42) reduces to (27) but the interaction of both P and S waves with the interface at r = d modifies the nature of the solution. Taking only the leading terms in the asymptotic representation, the interface term in (40) becomes
[Fs(d+)]-' FS(d-) = [E(d+)]-' [R(d+)]-' R(dJE(d-),
and the central product which depends only on the elastic properties above and below the interface is given by where we have set p+ = p(d+),
which are all terms ,ghich appear in the reflection coefficients for the interface. We note that as the contrast at the discontinuity diminishes to zero this interfacial matrix approaches an identity. Once we include the Airy function terms in E(d+), E(d-) the expressions for el, c2 etc. from (40) become somewhat complex and so for brevity we will write
and similar expressions for the S-wave dependent terms. In the case of a single discontinuity We see that the ratios cdcI, d J d l which appear in the expression (42) for the surface phases are themselves dependent on the ratio c,/dp. This latter quantity may be found by considering the ratio cl/dl and using (39), or alternatively for a weak discontinuity may be estimated from its value in the absence of any discontinuity &4k(oHp)/Aj(oH,) and improved approximations found by iteration. The ratios c2/c1 and d2/d1 will each depend on the reflection properties of the discontinuity across the surface r = d and the phases of the P and S waves at that level. The character of the contributions tan-'(c2/cl) and tan-'(d2/dl) will of course vary with the location of the discontinuity relative to the turning points of the P and S waves.
If both P and S waves have their turning points well above the discontinuity so that the interface lies deep in the evanescent region, then both c2/cl and d2/d, will be very small and any influence from the discontinuity will be slight.
When both P and S waves have their turning points below the radius r = d we may examine the behaviour using the propagating asymptotic forms of the Airy functions. If we were simply to break the medium at the level I = d without any discontinuity of properties we would have, e.g.
and we may extract a term of this type from cz/cl even in the presence of the discontinuity. For the region a < r < d we have to take R , for the phase terms H,(a), H,(d+) to correspond to the turning radius if the velocity distribution were analytically continued below d ; in the region r > d we take R , as the true turning radius (this leads to a discontinuity in H, across r = d). Thus we fmd
After considerable manipulation it is possible to express 677, explicitly in terms of the plane wave reflection coefficients at the interface r = d and the asymptotic phases at that level and the surface (from c,/dD). If we employ (47) in (42a) we have where R, is the turning point for P waves. We thus obtain the extension of (27) for a model with a discontinuity
tan-' [ ( t q , ) -'~( a ) /~( a ) ]
-2677, ( 4 9 4 where the 677, depends on the elastic parameter contrast across the radius r = d and also on frequency. We may develop a similar treatment for S waves and thus obtain
The presence of the terms 6qa, 6qp leads to a 'solotone' effect for the spheroidal modes akin to that described for small angular order toroidal modes by Anderssen & Cleary (1 974) and Lapwood (1975) . At fvted slowness p , T & ) and TO@) are fixed, so that since 6ga, 6~p
are frequency dependent, there will be an oscillatory behaviour superimposed on the regular progression of the spheroidal mode eigenfrequency with increasing radial order. Unfortunately when either of the turning points for P or S waves approach the interface r = d the asymptotic forms for the Airy functions provide a rather inadequate representation of the true behaviour. However, qualitatively, we may recall that the PP and SS reflection coefficients take their largest values when the slowness p is close to critical, i.e. when pd-' is close to a ( d -) or to P(d-) respectively. For varying slowness p we would therefore expect the 'solotone' effect of the discontinuity to be most pronounced when pd-' -a(d-) and indeed over the whole range of slowness corresponding to the discontinuity. For these slowness values the S turning point would lie well below the discontinuity; nevertheless both the P and S behaviour in (49) will be affected through the dependence on the reflection coefficients, particularly since the PS and SP coefficients are equal for the zone beneath the discontinuity (Kennett, Kerry & Woodhouse 1978) .
Thus if we try to estimate T,@), T&) from spheroidal mode data we will find that both distributions will be affected by deviations from the simplest asymptotic forms for slowness values corresponding to P-wave turning points, and the general effects on T~, TO should be similar because of the symmetries in reflection characteristics.
If now the P wave has a turning point above the discontinuity we will still have 'solotone' effects when the slowness p is close to dp (d-) . In this case since r = d will lie in the evanescent region for P waves the ratio cz/cI will be very small and (42a) will reduce to (27a), its form in the absence of a discontinuity. For the S-wave part of the normal mode there wiH be a significant d z / d , and so (49p) is again appropriate and thus we have a second 'solotone' effect associated with the interaction of S waves with the discontinuity.
Although algebraic complexity precludes immediate extension of these results to many discontinuities, we can see that each w i l l contribute a term of the form o(H,(dj-) -
H,(dj+)) t o tan-' (c2/c1
) and so we will arrive at the asymptotic relations (49) with perturbations 6qa, 6 q p which will be significant for those slowness values where turning points would occur in the vicinity of discontinuities. Unless the discontinuities are sufficiently large that internal multiple reflections between discontinuities are significant, for fixed slowness the solotone effects from the discontinuities will be nearly additive. This will give superimposed oscillatory behaviour in the variation of frequency with radial order number similar to that shown by Anderssen (1 977) for small angular order toroidal modes. We should note that there will be additional contributions to 6 q , and 6qp from the velocity gradients in the model as discussed in Section 5.1, but these terms will be an order down in frequency content.
Although we have here discussed a concentrated discontinuity, the discussion in this section will be applicable to any sharp gradient zone occurring over a depth interval small compared with the wavelength of the spheroidal mode.
B. L. N. Kennett and J. H. Woodhouse 6 Application of the results to model 1066B
In the preceding sections we have established asymptotic relations for T&), T O @ ) in terms of the frequency and amplitude characteristics of the normal modes. We will consider the earth model 1066B (Fig. 3) which contains three major discontinuities at 22, 420 and 670 km depth, and use calculated eigenperiods and amplitude information to try to reconstruct the T,, T~ curves for this model. Our estimation procedure is based on the simplest asymptotic formulae (27) which, in terms of the eigenperiods Tnl, have the form with n , +np = n the true radial overtone number ; by comparison the corresponding expression for toroidal modes is 7pn 07) = Tnl(n + %).
( 5 1) The spheroidal modes considered had slownesses between 9 and 16 s/deg, i.e. phase velocities in the range 7.0-12.3 km/s and thus turning points between 20 and 700 km depth for P waves, 700 and 2800 km for S waves and thus largely avoid interaction with the core-mantle boundary. We considered periods between 45 and 50 s and selected modes for radial order numbers 4-16 with corresponding angular orders between 120 and 65. As noted above, the conventional notation can distort the radial order because of interference from the core-mantle Stoneley wave, and additional quirks are introduced by the solotone effects from the discontinuities. For each mode we incremented n, whilst satisfying the condition n, + no = n and, from the selection of T estimates for each slowness from (SO), chose a set which gave us monotonic decrease of T,, TO with increasing slowness p . To select the right base level for the T,@), TO@) at least one reference value for T, or TO needs to be available, since otherwise the entire distribution might be offset by a full period (in this case 45 s). At this stage we used the TO estimates from toroidal modes (51) as a guide and then subsequently compared the results with the calculated distributions T, , TO for the model 1066B. We used amplitude information for U(Q) and V(Q) taken to two significant figures.
and 4,, 40 used should correspond to the surface values, however the long wavelengths in the spheroidal modes mean that the surface elastic parameters felt by the modes are averages over a considerable depth range. We have therefore constructed two sets of estimates for T,, 70; firstly, using the surface elastic parameter values from 1066B: ao= 6.20 kni/s, Po= 3.40 km/s, P O = 2.80 Mg m-3, and secondly using the immediately sub-Moho parameters a , = 7.74 km/s, P, , , = 4.76 km/s, pm = 3.29 Mg m-3. It should be noted that since there is a low velocity zone for 0 starting just below the Moho, 0 , is probably too high a value for an average of the upper mantle.
The density does not appear in (50) since When using (50) to find r,, TP the values of = 2P2pQ-'/(2f12p2Q-2 -1) and a only explicitly in 4,, the choice of shear velocity fl is therefore most likely to be important.
In Fig. 1 we present the estimates of the T&) and T O @ ) derived from the spheroidal mode information. In each part of the diagram we have used triangles to denote values derived using the surface parameters (ao, Po, p o ) and hexagons for values obtained with (arn, om, p m ) . For both 7, and TO we have superimposed the calculated curves for the model 1066B from which the spheroidal information was derived. In addition we have indicated the range of slownesses for which P-wave turning points will be at the level of the discontinuities in the model 1066B.
At first sight there are obvious departures between the true T, values and those found from the spheroidal modes; whilst the TO relation looks somewhat better. However, it is difficult to make comparisons when the scales are so different. In Fig. 2 we have therefore plotted AT, = .r,(spher) --~,(1066B) and ATP on the same scale. We have used the same symbol conventions as before and once again indicated the slowness intervals corresponding as in Fig. 1 . o Estimates from toroidal modes.
10 the discontinuities. We note that each discontinuity is marked by a negative excursion in the Are, ArP values and that both sets of r residuals display a very similar behaviour with slowness as expected from our discussion in Section 5.2. Superimposed on the Arp values from spheroidal modes are values derived from (51) for toroidal modes with periods from 35 to 48 s and these are indicated by the open circles. The turning points for the S waves are below the mantle discontinuities and so there are no 'solotone' effects for toroidal modes, but the coupling of P and S waves at the discontinuities leads to an effect for the spheroidal modes. In Fig. 1 it is apparent that the hexagons generally represent better estimates of r, and TO than the triangles and this is confirmed in Fig. 2 . It is therefore worthwhile t o use an averaged set of near surface parameters rather than actual surface values when dealing with intermediate frequency (0.02 Hz) modes as here. The values of AT, and Arp, despite the discontinuity effects, are for the hexagons typically less than 5 s in error for both spheroidal and toroidal modes. We have thus been able to constrain the r values to around one-tenth of the eigenperiods for both P and S waves which is very encouraging.
In order t o attempt to assess the structural implications of the r, distribution in Fig. 1, we have chosen the hexagons and assigned 3-s errors t o these values and then used them in a 'tau' inversion t o obtain bounds on the upper mantle velocity distribution (Bessonova er al. 1974 (Bessonova er al. , 1976 Kennett 1976 ). In Fig. 3 we present smoothed velocity bounds obtained from this procedure and these are compared with models 1066B, 1066A (Gilbert & Dzeiwonski 1975) . The discrepancies between successive r estimates lead to rather oscillatory bounds and so we have employed running means over 0.25 km/s intervals in velocity to construct the smooth bounds in Fig. 3 
Conclusions
In the preceding sections we have developed an asymptotic approach t o the high-frequency behaviour of spheroidal modes and have shown that if both the surface eccentricity of a mode and its eigenfrequency are available then estimates may be made of both 7, and 7p for the corresponding slowness. Our resuits suggest that these estimates at high frequencies can be expected t o have accuracy of about one-tenth of an eigenperiod. There remains the problem of obtaining eccentricity data for the higher modes. As we have shown in Section 4, a sharp pulse will correspond to a multiple PS reflection and for the modes contributing t o a pulse appearing on both horizontal and vertical components we require the ratio d(u)/V(a)Inl to be very nearly equal. Thus it should be possible to estimate U(a)/V(a) from the ratio of the vertical and horizontal components in the pulse. Each of the modes in the pulse will have the same slowness, so if we are able t o use Brune's method (1964) t o find the eigenfrequency, we may obtain a number of estimates of each For very short periods (a few seconds), even if the ratio U(u)/V(a) is not available, we could use the simpler form (SO) in the knowledge that the error will be n o more than half a period (from (24)) and thus comparable t o travel-time estimates. As we have noted above.
of T,(P), T p ( P ) .
a rough estimate of the r distributions is required to assign correct values of ncr and no and may also be useful in constraining the radial order number for the higher modes.
